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Moderator I'd like to open the questioning in this segment of our program 

this evening with Professor Liebeler. Are you satisfied, Professor Liebeler, 

as an attorney who was associated with the Warren Commission, that the Warren 

Commission has presented.the last word on the subject of the assassination of 

President Kennedy? 

Liebeler I have no doubt that the basic conclusions of the Report are 

valid and supported by substantial evidence. As far as "the last word!! is 

concerned » refinements can always be made in the analysis. And it seems to 

me apparent that the Commission anticipated this by releasing the 26 volumes 

of evidence, of testimony and exhibits, that they did. Since that time there's 

been a tremendous amount of interest in certain circles concerning the Report, 

and people have spent a let of time comparing the Report with the underlying 

evidence. Undoubtedly some of them have had ideas that weren't in the Report 

and they have contributed to an understanding of the events of the time. 

Moderator You are saying in a sense that the release of this full data-—-or 

at least the data that you describe as full——-was done purposely in order that 

the Commission would present to the public facts on which the public could 

then examine and perhaps ask that.at a future time the inquiry could be 

reopened? . 

LiebeLer If that were justified on the basis of the evidence, I am sure 

there could be a request that the inquiry be reopened. I don't see. any 

necessity for that. I think the idea was that the Commission didn't want its 

Report taken on faith, so to speak, but it wanted to present the evidence on 

which it relied so that the American people 3 to the extent that they are 

interested in it, could review the evidence and make their own judgments in 

the matters involved. 

Moderator Did the members of the Commission and its staff unanimously 

agree on the-.accuracy of the material in@iluded in the Commission's Report? 

Tiebeler The Ccommission unanimously~—-they all signed the Report, there 

was unanimous agreement on the Report. There are always disagreements on the 

staff level as to what goes into something, a matter of language and that 

Sort of thing. The final decision as to what went into the Report obviously 

“was the Commission's and not the staff's; and that was a matter that eventually | 

was resolved by the Commission on the basis of the work that had been done by 

the staff.
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Moderator Isn't it true, thouh, Mr. Liebeler, that you disagreed, or 

at least protested the inclusion in a certain way of much of the material 

that appeared in the Report of the Commission? 

Liebeler Well, during the time when some of the material was in draft 

form --or even in page proofs, in galley proofs—there was of course considerable 

discussion as to the way the thing ought to be phrased, as to the kind of: 

language that eught to go in and to some extent as to the kind of evidence 

on which reliance ought to be placed. The desire on my part was to structure 

the Report in such a way so that it confermed as much as possible with the 

evidence in the underlying ng peterial. And I suppose that on the staff level 

not everyone agrees with ue hat someone else on the staff might say or do. 

But as I say, once again, the final report was that of the Commission itself 

~—they are the ones that decided what should be included. . 

Epstein When you say that there might be future refinements made in the 

Report, do you mean that some evidence might be missing that could be added 

later--some evidence that the Commission did not see, or witnesses that the 

Commission didn't see--or are you talking about simply adding analyses? | 

Iiebeler Basically a question of analysis that might be made from evidence 

- at hand, I think that there is enough material in the 26 volumes—certainly 

it is a lot of material--and I think-- | 
Epstein Bat there is some evidence missing, isn't there? 

Liebeler For example? 

Epstein For example, the most basic evidence--the autopsy photographs. 

I don't believe the Commissioncer the staff ever saw them, and this is perhaps 

the center of controversy over the Report--not among the staff or the Commission, 

but among the critics at least. 

Liebeler Yes, the critics have made the point thatiit would have been 

better perhaps if the autopsy photegraphs, ; or some of them, had been printed 

in the exhibits, or at least observed by the Commission. 

Epstein _.I know this wasn't a court of law, Itm not a lawyer, and you are 

a law professor——but in a legal case, wouldn't this have been basic evidence? 

T don't know; I'm asking. 

Tiebeler - I think they would probably invoke the best-evidence-rule. The 

best evidence of the location of the back wound in the President, for example,
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_ would have been a picture of the President!s back showing where the wound was. 

Now for reasons—-as Mr. Rankin has indicated—for reasons basically of taste, 

it did not seem appropriate to the Commission to release those pictures of the 

President or even—~ 

Epstein Well, they didn't have to release them—they could have seen then, 

even secretly, couldn't they? I don't know how reasons of taste enter into that 

matter. Maybe they did? 

Liebeler Exjom t: think they did see them secretly, and I think the reason 
that they didn't look at then was because of the fact that the doctors » the 
patholegists who conducted the autopsy, were present and testified » and they 
did use schematic drawings, and they did have the measurements as to where 

_ the wounds were. There wasn't any question in anyone's mind as to where that 
wound was. 

, 

Moderator Itd just like to put this in context for the audience, who may 
not be familiar with the importance of this particular piece of information. 
According to your book, Mr. Epstein, and others, and according to the reports 
at the very beginning, it seemed essential that the Commission determine how 
many bullets actually were fired at the parties riding in the car, and what 
damage they did; and in order to construct what according to my interpretation 
of your book was the basic objective of the Commission, and that was to determine 
the guilt of Mr. Oswald, and the circumstances of the assassination, 
Epstein Yes; well, the autopsy was, I thought » crucial to the entire case 
of the single assassin, because if the autopsy report printed in the Warren Report 
was accurate then there isn't very much question of a second assassin, because it 
shows that all the bullets eame from behind the President's cars; and all the other 
questious, of witnesses thinking the shots came from the front, would become 
irrelevant, if the autopsy report was accurate. Would you agree that the autopsy 
report does have this vital importance? . 

Liebeler Yes; yes. 

Epstein And a contradiction in the ailopsy report, at least to the public 
aud perhaps even to the legal profession, would invalidate the report and open 
up the question, or at least some reasonable doubt about a second assassin, if the 
autopsy report turned out to have a contradiction in ite..And that's why these 
photographs seem to have some relevance >» aS far as Itm concerned,
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Moderator Apparently there is a contradiction from what is reported in 

Mr.Epstein's book, and that is thet the FBI indicated report stated that the 

bullets entered in a certain place and exited in a certain place, or did not 

exit, and the report in the Warren Report finally was different. I wonder 

if you could tell us, Mr. Liebeler, about this discrepancy, either why it is 

there or why it was mot corrected with additional information. 

Liebeler Well, the only thing that might be called a discrepancy, I think, 

is the fact that-~the Secret Service agents and the FBI agents that observed the 

autopsy were there will the autopsy was actually being performed on the body of 

the President—they observed at that time the fact that the doctors were not able 
precisely to trace the path of the bullet through the President's bedy. The basic 

reason why they were not able to de this is because they did not know at that time 

that there had been a wound in the throat. They were not able to-observe this 

because the throat wound had been obliterated by the fact that Dr. Perry in 
Dallas had performed a tracheotomy on the President's throat when he arrived 

in Parkland Hospital. So there was no direct evidence at that time of the 

existence of a throat wound, ] 

Epstein This is an explanation of how of how a contradiction could be 

made but what I mean about a contradiction—-I don't mean a discrepancy—~is 
that if the FBI Summary’ Report to the President is accurate, then the autopsy 
report must be inaccurate--I mean, if A is true, then non-A cannot be true 2 L 

mean, it is a direct contradiction, in the Summary Reports. Now, you are giving 

the explanation of why this contradiction took place. It is.a contradiction, I 

think, that is unresolved. . 

Liebeler The contradiction being that the FBI Report indicated that the 
bullet did not pass through the President's body, that it only came in to let's 

say a finger length, and it couldn't be probed beyoud that. That was actually 

set forth in the FBI Summary Report~-in the Supplement also-—therets no 

question about that. 

Epstein Which is two months after the autopsy. 

Liebeler That's right. 

Epstein Now, the explanation you gave was that during the autopsy the 

doctors were confused as to the path of the bullet and the next day they learned 

that there had been an exit wound in the throat... 

Liebeler Well, that there had been a wound in the throat. 

Epstein eeefrom the doctors in Dallas, and then they deductively concluded 

this... .- Bub in the Warren Report it seems to indicate that on the might of the 

autopsy ‘the doctors reached that conclusion , and the telephone call to
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Dr. Perry, and they used the word, simply confirmed their conclusions. Isn't 

this sort of a discrepancy in the Warren Report itself and what you are saying? 

Liebeler Well, the testimony of Dr. Humes indicates clearly what happened 

during the autopsy, and he indicated that he was not aware of the existence 

of the throat wound; until he called Dr. Perry. Now obviously this was done 
subsequently to the time that the FET and Secret Service agents left; so they 

were not aware at that time that the doctors subsequently were abie to trace 

the path of the bullet through the body. Now, you say that after iearning of 

the throat wound, the doctors deductiveiy—— 

Epstein IT mean, they didn't have the body before them-~ 

Liebeler That's right, they didn't have the body at that time, but they 

had-—now whether they had the pictures of this before them or not » it seems to 

me that Dr. Humes mainly was testifying from his recollection of what he saw. 

But it wasn't aS simple as just deducing the path of the buliet through the 

body because there was evidence of a bruise at the top of the lung cavity-~ 

Epstein Which could have been caused by a fragment, I think, or even by 

the operation itself. 

Liebeler Well, it couldn't have been caused by the operation, and there 

is another fact in that connection--the nature of the bruises around the throat 

--around the wound in the throat--were of a different nature than the other 

surgical incisions that had been made in the President's body. There were 

bruises that appeared there that did not appear in other places where surgical 

incisions other than the tracheotomy had been performed, and this showed 

that there must have been a wound there at a time when there was still circula- 

tion in the President's body, to permit this kind of a bruise to occur. - 

Epstein What you are saying basically is. that the day after the autopsy 

the doctors changed their conclusion or they came to a new conclusion, isn't this 

right? when they learned of new information? 

Liebeler In the sense that they were not able to trace the bullet through 

the body at first, not knowing of the threat wound, and then when they learned 

of it, yes, that's so. . 

Epstein Why doesn't the Warren Report say this? Why does the Warren 

Report, as distinguished from the testimony——the Report being the summary 

that the public read--why does the Report say that they reached their 

conclusions during the autopsy and it was later confirmed to them by a 

telephone call to Dallas? |
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Iiebeler I am not aware of that precise language in the Report--if it 

says that, it's--— 

_ Epstein I think the exact quote is that during the autopsy the doctors 

rejected a theory that the bullet had penetrated only a short distance--I am 

not sure of the exact words. 

Liebeler I don't know, I'm not familiar with that particular language; 

but I think it's clear that--from the testimony of the surgeons themselves 

-~-that that isn't the way it happened. 

Epstein I think this is the point that really concerns me-~it's not so 

much that the contradiction cantt be resolved, but the fact that the Warren 

Commission left this contradiction between the FBT report--I mean, perhaps 

it can be explained, perhaps there is a simple explanation-—-but the Commission 

left the contradiction between three FBI reports and the autepsy doctors! 

testimony and the autopsy report without ever asking the FBI their reasons 

for this contradiction and why they gave different evidence on the autopsy. 

Why was this? Why couldn't someone have asked the FBI...? 

Liebeler - I don't knows; I suppose someone could have asked the FBT. 

It seems to me, though, that it's not an accurate statement to say that 

the Commission 1éft this contradiction there, because the Commission 

resolved this contradiction by concluding on the basis of the evidence they 

had, and on the basis of the autopsy surgeons! testimony that the - bullet 

did in fact pass through the body. ; 

Epstein There were at least three witnesses to the autopsy whe testified 

that the bullet was below the shoulder. Now, everything you've said about . 

finding a path through the body would not change the fact that two FBI agents 

and a Secret Service agent said that the wound was belew the shoulder. No 

matter what further information they received about a bullet wound in the — 

throat, that would not allow them to move the bullet wound from below the 
shoulders up into the lower neck. In other words, this is the real contra- 

_ diction—-the location of the wound-—-can further information change the location 

of the wound, do you think? 

Liebeler No; I don't think there is any question about the location of the 

wound. Now, you've indicated that the agents that were there said that the 

wound was below the shoulder. 

Epstein - Itm talking about the Sibert-O'Neill report which was not published 

by the Commission, which recently came to light in the archives.
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Liebeler That's right, it was released in the Archives. [ think that 
there was. never any question about the location of the wound. When you say 
that the FBI agents said that the wound was below the shoulders, I frankly 
am at a loss to know where that would place the wound. 

Moderator Gentlemen, I just want to ask this question: [I've seen pictures 
in your book, Mr. Epstein, of the President's shirt, showing a bullet hole 
sufficiently below the shoulder line to make it seem difficult to determine 

how it could conceivably emerge from the neck, if it were coming from an 

angle above. Mr. Liebeler-- 

Liebeler Let me sort of fill in here on the detail; I think maybe we are | 
discussing this on a level that might not be readily follawed. The significance 
of the path of the bullet through the body hasn't really been made clear in 
the course of our discussion yet. Mr. Epstein points out in his book that 
based on an minim analysis of the motion picture film of the motorcade that 
was taken by an amateur photographer it was determined that the President was 
hit at a particular point in the progression of the frames, and Governor 
Connally was hit at a point so close to the time that the President was hit 
that they could not have been hit by two separate bullets fired from Oswald's 
gun because Oswald simply couldn't have fired the rifle that rapidly——that 
fast. So it is essential to the conclusion that there was only one assassin, 
firing frem the rear, that the bullet passed through the President's body and 
‘then also struck the Governor. Now the wound that was concluded to be an 
exit wound, in the throat, was located lower than the wound in the back, and 
the bullet went through at a slight downward angle and came through the 
President's throat and hit Governor Connally, who was right in frent of him. 

Now, Mr. Epstein, partly on the statements of the FRI anid Secret Service 
agents that have said the wound was below the shoulders, or about 6 inches 
below the collar line, and partly on some of the sdematic drawings on the 
face of the autopsy sheet, and even more specifically on the location of the 
holes in the President's clothes P suggests that it couldn't have happened that 
ways In fact, he says in his book, page 55, that this—-being the Commission's 
conelusion of how this happened—could only have happened under either of the 
following two conditions: (1) the entire shirt, collar included, was raised 
Six inches, or (2), a portioncof the shirt was raised over the collar line, and 
thus doubled over. and of course he rejects that because there was only one 

€
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hole in the shirt, so that the shirt could not have been doubled over. Now, 

the fact of the matter is that on the face sheet of the autopsy which shows 

the wound, on which Mr. Epstein has relied to a considerable extent, also 

indicates that the bullet wound in the President's back or the base of the neck 

was 1 centimeters below the right mastoid process, which is the bony protruberance 

right behind here...that is equivalent to about 5.6 inches...and it is also 1) 

centimeters or 5.6 inches in from the right shoulder joint. 

Now, Mr. Epstein has suggested that the hole couldn't have been 1) cm. down 

unless the shirt was raised 6 inches, collar included. And I'd like to hear 

your thoughts on that now, your thinking--have you clarified your thinking on 

that since you wrote the book? 

Epstein Well, what I've clarified my thinking about is that I don't think 

it is as much as 6 inches. We did some measurements, and it appears that it was 

less-~perhaps closer to or 5 inches, or perhaps less than that. But the, paint 

I made was that there is a series of evidence such as the shirt, the hole in the 

shirt, which seems to be below the shoulder--even though this is an imprecise 

point-—-the point at which it can be seen seems to be at about the shoulder blade; 

there is an autopsy sketch which shows the hole in almost exactly the same place 

as the shirt hole; there is the testimony of two FBI agents and a Secret Service — 

agent giving the hole in the same location--either 6 inches below the collar 

line, or below the shoulder--whatever that means--and one of the antepsy doctors 

is quoted as referring to the wound as a shoulder wound. 

This is a eoincidence of the evidence, Now, perhaps each point could be 

explained by mitigating circumstances, such as the shirt rose > or that the 

autopsy doctor made a mistake in marking the sketch, this is all possible. 

But the point I was making was—-welll get into the shirt in a moment--and this 

I don't think T've made very clear, is that at least 3 people and I think h, 

including one Secret Service agent, 2 FBI men, and I think the chief autopsy 

doctor, has given some indication that the wound was below the shoulder, or at 

least at a point substantially below the neck. wound. 

Now, what I want to know is, why didn't the Commission call these two FBI - 

agents who had said that the wound was below the shoulder and ask them-—I mean, 

they could have pointed out on a diagram where the wound was--or why didn't they 

call the Seefet Service agent, Clint Hill--or ask Dr. Humes? 

Liebeler We referred to the best-evidence-rule a moment ago, in. connection 

with the autopsy pictures. Maybe we can establish a new rule known as the 

second~best-evidence-rule, which still, I suggest, establishes evidence that is 

better than the testimony of the FBI and Secret Service agents, which probably
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is fourth-best-evidence. You see, the best evidence as to the location of the 

wound is the measurements that were made by the autopsy surgeon at the time of 

the autepsy-—and that was 1) em. or 5.6% below the bony point behind the ear. 
Epstein But when there is a conflict between the second-best—evidence 

--I agree with you that the second-best—-evidence is axactly as you say, 

5.6" below the mastoid process—but— 

Liebeler I want to point out this too, and that is that that evidence 

~-and we refer to the shirt—that evidence is entirely consistent with the 

location of the hole in the shirt. 
Epstein ‘It's not entirely consistent with it--it might be made consistent 
with it, but it is not consistent. 

Liebeler Well, it certainly is so that you don't have to raise the shirt, 
collar included, any six inches or anything like it. I had measured on a shirt 

last night 1h om. or 5.6t down, and that's, that comes out where the top black 

mark is on the shirt. , . 

Epstein That was on you, was it? 

Liebeler That's right, tht was on me. Now, there may be differences 

between me and President Kennedy in terms of our muscle structure and the 

size of the neck, that's quite possible. , 

Epstein — Was it a direct:line measurement or was it a sort of curved 

measurement, following the contours—- 

Tiebeler No, it was a measurement that used a soft tape, that came dow 

and followed the contour of the body-—it was a steel tape measure, solid to 

some extent but not entirely; and it was brought straight down and then 

extrapolated across so that it was 1 com. in; and with the shirt on and pulled as 

tightly down on the bottom as it could be, the mark came where the top black mark 

is on that shirt. Now, that's three and a half inches below the collar—line. 

So even if you assume that the shirt was pulled tight, all we are talking about 

here--since the actual whole in the President's shirt was 5 and 3/8th inches 

down-= 

Epstein 5 and 7/8th. | 

LiebeLer Well, 5 and 3/8ths, 5 and 7/8ths, so it was 5 and 7/8ths, that's 
fine, I'll give you that half-inch; but the difference we are talking about here 

is about 2 inches and not 6 inches. | 
Epstein We've dane the same experiment--in fact this experiement was 

conducted quite a bit at Cornell, where it was known as the # creeping—shirt— 

experiement," and we tried to see how far the shiirt could rise up when the
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arm waS raised. Of course, I don't have a great deal of experience in dealing 

with shirts and shirt holes, but we found that the difference was closer to 

six inches. But I see that from your measurements that I must have been 

mistaken, if your measurements are accurate. 

Jiebeler Well, to go on with the shirt: the second hole on the shirt 

that we were looking at a moment ago, there was a second hole below that, 

and that mark indicates the measurement once again of 1) em. below the right 
mastoid pracess...the lower hole...that's 1h em. from my right mastoid process... 

' Epstein You mean the lower one or the higher one? 

Liebeler The lower one. Because this shirt comes up the two inches... 

Epstein OH, I see, I understand. 

Liebeler AS soon as you raise your hand to the eye level the shirt comes 

up and when you measure again the 1h cm. and place a mark on the shirt >» it 

comes again to the position of the lower hole. The lower hole in that shirt 

is a little over 5 and 1/2 inches below the collar line Ps which is almost 

exactly where the hole was in the President's shirt. So all of this conversation 

about the autopsy report being inconsistent with the holes in the President's 

clothing, it seems to me, is greatly exaggerated. Because the holes come out 

exactly where you expect them to. 

Moderator I would just like to intervene here because I think we could 
spend a great deal more time on this point and albeit it is an important point 
put I think the question raised here, Mr. Liebeler, is the following, ami that 

is, that had the Commission perhaps spent more time and more careful construction 

perhaps it could have explained this to the satisfaction of those who now review 

the Report more critically. Would you agree? 

Liebeler Well, I don't know what more time you could have spent on this—~you 
might have brought these FBI agents in and asked them why they said the wound 

was below the shoulder—- | 

Epstein Or looked at the autopsy photographs-— 

Liebeler But the Commission concluded on the basis of the autopsy -testimony— 

Epstein ' Which is the second~best-evidence, and there was a conflict between 

the second-best and the third-best testimony. 

Tiebeler Well, if you give even third-best-testimony to the testimony of 

the Seeret Setvice; I frankly can't place the wound with any degree of precision 

when it is just said to be below the shoulders. This is to some extent below the 

shoulders or the top of the shoulder line » but it is at the base of the neck—~ 

which is where the Report says it is--and which is higher than the exit wound 

in the throat. |
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Moderator Mr.Iiebeler, if it was so crucial that the establishment of 

evidence here indicates that there was this one shot that could have penetrated 

both individuals rather than having two separate shots which was physically 

impossible, why was it that the Commission did not go the step further necessary 

to prove beyond the shadow of a doubt that they had the evidence to prove this? 

Liebeler I can only--iir. Rankin has explained this as being a matter of 

taste. Apparently the Commission didn't feel that under these circumstances 

and in view of the evidence that it already had on this question that it was 

necessary to go on and look at these pictures. 

Epstein Did the lawyer in charge of this area want to look at these 

pictures? . 

Tiebeler Yes, there was a feeling that the pictures ought to be observed 

because a lawyer would, I suppose, instinctively, desire to observe the 

best-evidence-rule. 

Moderator: This wouldi'be ther procedure in a courtroom, in a normal case. 

Epstein Is there any reason today, aside from reasons of taste > why 

a panel, or even the Warren Commission itself, could not look at these 

photographs and give an exact judgment--even for the sake of history if not 

for the sake of ending all the rumors——exactly where the hole in the back was. 

i mean, is there any reason you cam:think of? 

Liebeler Well, the Commission itself probably can't do it because it no 

longer exists, it was dissolved, or it dissolved itself, after the completion 

of the report. Perhaps to the extent--I would Say, yes, to the extent that a 

legitimate doubt has been raised about this, one might think that it could be 
resolved by the production of the pictures. I think it would show clearly 

that the hole is 1h cm. below the right mastoid process. 

Moderator _ You are stating that it would prove something but you don't have 

the evidence on which to base it. 

Epstein You are basing it on the fact that you think the FBI agents were 
wrong and the FBI Summary reports were wrong. | | 

Liebeler Well, more apily, I would say that the Report is right. I am not 

here to make judgnents about the FBT. 

Epstein But you can't be absolutely certain until these photographs are 

observed by someone, whom you rely on. 

Liebeler Well, I think that the testimony ef the autopsy surgeons themselves 

~~whose evidence essentially rises above the best evidence » after all, they were 
there, they observed the body itself, they performed the autopsy—
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Epstein But on the sketch they made they placed the wound at a point 
much lower than the wound, 5.6" below the mastoid process » didn't they? 
Liebeler Well, that's hard to say, because when you get into a one- 
dimensional drawing it's very hard to say. In your book you've got this 
picture from the autopsy, which at first glance does seem to place the wound 
a bit lower than 5.6 inches below the mastoid process, and this Commission 
exhibit, the schematic drawing-— 

Moderator I want to ask Mr. Epstein if he seriously doubts in his own mind 
that the wound is 1) am. below the right mastoid process? 
Epstein Well, the point is that this question is in the realm of 
ascertainable fact... Photo graphs show exactly where the hole is. Wow for 
me to say that I doubt whether the hole is here » or there, is simply to 
speculate—-I simply don't know where-~—whether the FBI reports are right, or 
the autopsy doctors are right, or whether the autopsy doctors changed their 
testimony. In fact, you Say they changed it the next day. I don't see that 
the autopsy doctors, seeing that they say they did change their testimony, I 
don't see how they can be the best-reliable-evidence compared to the photographs. 
EiébeLerr Well, now, your argument is that no amount of changing of whether 
the bullet came out in the front or stayed in the back can change the location 
of the wound-—now, you are not suggesting for a moment that the autopsy 
Surgeons at any time changed their notations as to the location of the wound— 
the only thing that they changed~— 

Epstein If the FBI report is right, they did change notations on that 
too. . . 
Liebeler That doesn't prove that they changed notations. 
Epstein If the FBI agents were accurate in Saying the wound was below 
the shoulder, I don't think you'll find a neck wound below the shoulder. 
Liebeler That problem is easily resolved by placing a point on the bedy 
1h cm. below the right mastoid process. Wow if an FBI agent wants to say 
that's below the shoulders, I Suppose it is his prerogative. 
Epstein .In other words, you say it is a Vague area, sort of a borderline 
area? , 

Moderator Mr. Liebeler, I'd like to conclude with this question, I think this 
is a critical question--Have you been under any pressure, from the very beginning 
of your association with the Warren Commission, to restrict the release of any
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information, is there any privileged information that you or other of the 

assistant counsel or Members of the Commission have that they are not 

releasing to the public, that you have been requested not to release? 

Liebeler No; noe We had luncheon toward the end of our work with the 

- Commission when the Chief. Justice spoke to us and indicated that he thought 

this was a question that should be left to the judgment of each lawyer 

involved and more or less something on the order of reaching a judicial 

decision. But there was never any request not to say anything or not to 

release information or anything of the kind. In fact, the fact that I'm on 

this television, and the fact that Mr. Epsteints book has been somewhat 

facetiously referred to by some of my colleagues as my book, because it was 

based on some of my files and on our conversations, indicates that there 

is nothing like that. | 
Moderator I'd like to ask you one: more—-Do you believe that there is 

reason that there should be at least a mm 

reneffed look, in order to still m cummin some of the so-called rumors 

that authors like Mr. Epstein and others have presented to the public and 

that many of the mimh critics and others have apparently accepted as 

discrepancies? Do you think that something should be done te still these 

rumors or to give more evidenee? , 

Tiebelier Well, I was very frank about this: when I first read Mr. Ebstein's 

book, and then spoke to him here in New York after I got back from California, 

this spring, I was interested in the questions that he raised. This was not my 

primary responsibility in writing the Report or in conducting the investigation. 

Since that time I've gone through and this, and this—~and Mr. Goodwin, who 

wrote a review of Mr. Epstein's book, indicated that he was disturbed and 

troubled about some of the things that Mr. Epstein had raised—Now, since then, 

I've gone and in some detail tammom through the questions that Mr. Epstein has 

raised, and I'm absolutely satisfied in my own mind at this point that he has 

ma substantial questions here, and that the 

material that is set forth in the Report and in the underlying testimony is 

quite clear as to the question of the bullet and the location of the wound. 

Now, out of regard for Mr. Epstein, I might say, and if it would put his 

mind at rest, I'm not sure it will because he still hasn't thid us whether he 

doubts that the wound is 1h om. below the mastoid process or not, but if it would 

satisfy him, I personally--of course my personal view on the question of whether 

the pictures should be released, that's irrelevant really-~but if it would still 

not raised any 

_ Tumors and questions about the Report, I think they should be released. But as I
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Say, I myself have no doubt whatsoever about what is in the Report. 

Epstein I'd like to answer your question: you have clarified a number 
of these things, these questions, for me; and you have shown there is a 
probability that the questions Ttve raised, about the location of the wounds > 
would conform to the doctors! point of 1) cm. below the mastoid process. But-— 
Moderator Gentlemen, I want to thank you very much, because we have 
covered this in great detail, and I simply want to sey here that we seem 
to see some movement on both sides of this question, but undoubtedly it will 
not be stilled for a very Long time to come.


